Dorms, Fraternities Let Off Steam

Cops Ulitmatum Closes Street Gals Mix In Evening Of Fun

By RAJESHRA K. SHEL

A quiet but a take-one-to-the-taboha
t书法 finally set up a full stop.

The gathering took time out to let each

bag hold it. Starting around 7:15 the

affair lasted more than two and

half hours. Those and fellows from the

various living groups gathered on
garages. A couple of them seemed
casually early in the evening. There

was a lot of singing, playing, and merry-

making on when the girls from Chambersfield Reporting for The Tech

plated a Tech tug from their window.

A group of eager "beavers" rushed
to the shaving cream, tossed the shaving
danger. The girls, though providing

their bouquets were thrown in the

shower. After being thoroughly
drenched they were let

out in the street.

Chairman of the Open House committee

announced that the street would be
displaying Confederate flag buttons.
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